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Bottle-Feeding a Breastfed Baby:
Ideas for Day Care and Others
• Human milk is safe and sturdy. Don’t feel you need to take special
precautions with it.

•

•
•
•

•
•

hold your finger to say “Shh.” When he reaches with his lips, tip the
bottle horizontally into his opening mouth. Let him draw it in himself, so his lips close on the fat part of the bottle nipple, not just the
skinny part.
Keep him fairly upright, so that the bottle is nearly horizontal when
it’s in his mouth. The milk won’t pour into him automatically, and
he’ll have much more control. You may hear him sucking some air,
but it will just come out his nose.
If he gets tense or gulps, tilt baby and bottle slightly forward so the
milk drains away. He will soon learn to pause on his own.
Let him pause and take breaks when he wants to.
When you think he is nearly full, twist and remove the bottle. Immediately offer the bottle again to see if he wants more. If he takes it,
offer another ten sucks or so, remove, and offer again. Finally he’ll
just keep his lips closed. This reduces the risk of overfeeding. If he
routinely doesn’t finish the bottle, put less in it.
If there’s milk left over, don’t throw it out! It will keep just fi ne in the
refrigerator until the next feeding.
If his mother is coming soon, try to distract him, or give him just
a small amount. She’ll be ready to nurse, and she’ll want him to be
ready, too.
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• Feed the baby when he shows hunger cues, not on a schedule.
• Hold the baby snugly. Keep him fairly upright to give him control.
• Hold bottle almost vertically against his lips at the start, as you would

